AFFILIATE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

GUIDELINES

AFFILIATION

The affiliate role is overseen by the Regulations of the Department of Physics approved with DR n.96 on 1 February 2013. The affiliation could be filled by external researchers or experts who will collaborate with the Department of Physics within research or teaching projects. The same procedure works also for researchers and post docs who are involved in research projects regulated by special agreements.

AFFILIATE ROLE

The affiliate, upon Council approval, would be responsible for research projects and teaching activities within the Departmental regulations, their original affiliation regulations and other financial rules.

The affiliate would participate in the Department meetings, organized a minimum of once a year.

The affiliate would have to mention the Department in publications, patents etc. within the collaborative projects.

AFFILIATION REQUEST

An affiliation request should be addressed to the Director of the Department of Physics, evaluated and approved by the Department Council. The request should be motivated and mention a precise collaboration period. After this period the request could be renewed with an appropriate motivation. The affiliates’ list will be updated every year by the Restricted Department Council (Giunta). For the affiliation request the applicant should fill in the attached form.